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DALI ZENSOR Series
The new DALI ZENSOR series is a genuine and affordable hi-fi loudspeaker
unmistakably based on heritage from DALI’s high-end series. And packed with
in-house technology, new ideas, and its very own DALI personality.
Consisting of four models, the ZENSOR’s cover every need from a compact
stereo to an ambitious multi-channel set up. The smallest model includes
integrated wall bracket for easy mounting, while both floor standing models are
elevated from the floor by aluminium bases to refine acoustics and stability.
Last not least, the visual appearance is an eye pleaser - integrated in a high
gloss lacquered front baffle as a natural extension of the sleek cabinet. The
ZENSOR design is contemporary, lasting, and stylish.
ZENSOR 1
ZENSOR 1 is the perfect speaker in a compact stereo system, filling small or
medium sized rooms with sound. Move it to a larger room, add a subwoofer, and
you now have a very capable 2.1 set-up.
ZENSOR 5 & 7
The ZENSOR 5 and especially the ZENSOR 7 will easily fill even large rooms
with sound – with or without a subwoofer for assistance in the low frequency
area. Obviously the ZENSOR 7 has an authority in the lowest frequency range
that makes it the natural choice for very large rooms or for applications where
serious low frequency effect is a must.
ZENSOR VOKAL
Because of its clear and ultra intelligible voice reproduction the ZENSOR VOKAL
will transform your TV into a hyper detailed mediation system.
DALI offers a wide range of subwoofers to complement a ZENSOR surround
set- up and we strongly recommend the new DALI SUB E-12 F for any ZENSOR
set-up.

Technical Specifications:

Sensitivity [2.83V/1m] [dB]
Nominal Impedance [ohms]
Maximum SPL [dB]
Recommended Amp. Power [Watts]
Crossover Frequencies [Hz]
Crossover Principle
High Frequency Driver
Low Frequency/Midrange Driver(s)
Enclosure Type
Bass Reflex Tuning Frequency [Hz]
Connection Input(s)
Recommended Placement

ZENSOR 1

ZENSOR 5

ZENSOR 5

ZENSOR VOKAL

53 - 26.500

43 - 26.500

40 - 26.500

47 - 26.500

86,5

88,0

90,0

88,5

6

6

6

6

106

108

110

109

25 - 100

30 - 150

30 - 150

30 - 120

2.900

2.400

2.400

2.400

2-way

2-way

2-way

2-way

25 mm soft dome

25 mm soft dome

25 mm soft dome

25 mm soft dome

1 x 5¼”

2 x 5¼”

2 x 7”

2 x 5¼”

Bass reflex

Bass reflex

Bass reflex

Bass reflex

51,5

44,0

40,0

45,0

Single wire

Single wire

Single wire

Single wire

Wall/shelf/(Stand)

Floor

Floor

Shelf below TV screen

Magnetic Shielding

Semi shielding

No

No

Semi shielding

Dimensions (H x W x D) [mm]

274 x 162 x 228

825 x 162 x 267

978 x 205 x 312

161 x 441 x 281

Dimensions (H x W x D) [inches]

10.8 x 6.4 x 9.0

32.5 x 6.4 x 10.5

38.5 x 8.1 x 12.3

6.3 x 17.4 x 11.1

4,2/9.3

10,3/22.7

14,9/32.8

6,8/15.0

Weight [kg/lb]
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Specifications are subject to change without notice

Frequency Range [+/- 3] dB [Hz]

